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Hi to all,  

It's been an interesting couple of weeks since the Yellowstone-Teton Winter Safari.  I came
to the conclusion that I wasn't being well served by my Nikon 500 f4 SWM telephoto lens,
so I sold it.  I've used that amazing lens for 22 years, but in all honesty, the weight and
size have proven less than an asset at times.  As camera sensors continue to improve, and
VR (vibration reduction in Nikon-speak, IS - image stabilization in Canon-speak) becomes a
common feature in modern lenses, it made sense to move to a slightly slower (f5.6)
500mm telephoto with multiple VR level options.  At just over 3 pounds, the new Nikon
500mm f5.6 PF SWM VR is less than half the weight of my old 500mm f4.  Besides the
weight difference, the new lens has superior glass technology - which you would expect
after 22 years.  The ED glass (extra-low dispersion) is teamed with a Phase Fresnel
element and nano-crystal coatings to produce high-resolution, high contrast images.  The
lighter-weight glass means even quicker focusing with Nikon's SWM technology (Silent
Wave Motor). 

The practical results of all this are while the viewfinder is slightly darker, the lens is so
much easier to swing into action with - especially off the tripod.  My last two safaris - to
the Channel Islands to photograph the CI Gray Fox, and to 3 of California's NWR (National
Wildlife Refuge) for the Klamath Safari.  I figured this would be the acid test for this new
lens, two safaris that are primarily hand-held and window-rested when it comes to
shooting.   

As sensor ISO quality continues to improve the loss of an f-stop, f4 to f5.6 becomes less of
an issue.  So, for the CI Gray Fox Safari, I mounted my Black Rapid camera strap to the
lens and used my fx body Nikon D4s slung around my shoulder.  While the construction
around the newly opened Scorpion Landing has pushed the foxes out of the campgrounds
for the most part (I'm sure that will change with the arrival of summer tourists, campers,
and hikers) we ran into enough foxes and birds to shoot about a thousand images.  You
will see examples in the gallery below 
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On the Klamath Safari we shot in every kind of weather - sunshine, overcast, rain, and
blowing snow.  The new lens easily outperformed my old 500mm.  We shot the
camera/lens handheld and rested it in the truck window.  I was interested to see if it held
to focus on the ducks lifting off the refuge ponds better than my previous lens, and it did. 
The VR, lighter weight which helped with panning and quicker auto-focus improved the
number of sharp images I was able to shoot and keep, after the edit.  Some aspects were
about the same - some trouble with focus in the blowing snow and some trouble with
focusing on a bird with quickly moving wings.  Those are issues we all have in bird
photography. 

The new Nikon 500mm f5.6 SWM PF AF lens clearly outperformed my older 500 f4 lens. 
The two levels of VR (normal and sport) easily compensated for the loss of 1-stop of
shutter-speed at any given ISO.  The mobility and ease of use were vastly better due to
the smaller size and reduced weight, while the sharpness and contrast were what I would
expect from a Nikon lens.  And while I paid nearly $8000 for my old lens in 1999, this new
lens, with all the improvements, was just $3675.   

All the images shown in the galleries below were shot with the new lens, and handheld or
rested, but none taken on a tripod.  You can judge the quality of the images for
yourselves.   

Finally, the first 6 days, May 23-28, of the Yellowstone/Tetons Spring Wildlife Safari are
sold out.  I have 5 (out of 8) openings left for the June 1-6 dates. (LINK)  I expect these
to be sold out in the next few weeks - so if you are interested, now is the time to book it. 
I also have two return spots in my truck for the final 6-day safari plus the ride back to
California.  I will be near SLC on Monday morning May 31 and could pick you up at the
airport if you fly in the previous night. 

Now that Covid is waning I hope you will feel a renewed confidence in participating in
these group safaris.  Some safari dates have changed, and they are reflected in the Safari
List below.  There are lots of upcoming bird photography safaris to choose from.  BRP 
 

All men dream, but not equally. Those who dream by night in the dusty
recesses of their minds wake in the day to �nd that it was vanity but the
dreamers of the day are dangerous men, for they may act their dream
with open eyes, to make it possible.  T.E. Lawrence 

Ring-necked Pheasant Rooster Wallpaper 

Click the link above to download the wallpaper in a new window, then copy to your
computer. You can see all FREE Wallpaper here: (LINK) The wallpaper is sized to 1980 px
by 1080 px.  This image was taken in 9 Mile Canyon, near Price, Utah. 
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All the currently scheduled upcoming 2021 Photo Safaris and Workshops are shown on the
Safari Page on my website.  That is the most accurate location to view these events.  Here
is a LINK to that page. Below are links to the individual safaris for the next several months.
New safaris are added every few weeks. 

2021 Safari Schedule 

Feb 23  Bobcat Safari  (LINK) 
Feb 24  Merced NWR Safari (Call  559-909-5208  limited to 3) 
Feb 25-27  San Diego Wildlife Safari  (LINK) 

Mar 2  Bobcat Safari  (LINK) 
Mar 6  Blossom Trail Workshop   (LINK) 
Mar 8  Southern California Bird Safari   (LINK) 
Mar 29  Great Horned Owl Safari   (LINK)    2 Openings 

Apr 2  Oso Flaco/Santa Margarita Lake Birds Safari  (LINK) 
Apr 3  Hummingbird Safari   (LINK) 
Apr 12  Butterbredt Springs Bird Safari   (LINK) 
Apr 22  Butterbredt Springs Bird Safari   (LINK) 
Apr 29 to May 1  Morongo Valley Bird Safari   (LINK) 

May 10-15  San Juan Island Red Fox Safari  (LINK) 
May 19  Black Bear Safari  (LINK) 
May 23-28  Yellowstone/Grand Tetons Spring Wildlife Safari  (LINK)    SOLD OUT 

June 1-6  Yellowstone/Grand Tetons Spring Wildlife Safari  (LINK)    5 Openings 
June 11  Black Bear Safari  (LINK) 
June 16  Black Bear Safari  (LINK) 
June 20  Peregrine Falcon Safari  (LINK) 
June 27  Peregrine Falcon Safari  (LINK) 
June 28  Sequoia Wildflowers - Butterflies  (LINK) 

July 7-8  Snowy Plover/Least Tern Safari  (LINK) 
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July 19  Sequoia Wildflowers - Butterflies  (LINK) 
July 27-31  Glacier National Park Safari  (LINK) 

August 24-28  Mt Evans - Rocky Mtn National Park Safari  (LINK) 

Sep 20-21  Bobcat Safari  (LINK) 
Sep 25-29  Colorado Autumn Landscape Safari  (LINK) 

Oct 6-12  Yellowstone/Tetons Fall Wildlife Safari  (LINK) 
Oct 18-19  Bobcat Safari  (LINK) 
Oct 20  Yosemite Autumn Landscape Safari  (LINK) 
Oct 21  Mineral King (Sequoia) Autumn Landscape Safari  (LINK) 
Oct 26-30  Southern Utah Autumn Nature Safari  (LINK) 

Nov 15-16  Bobcat Safari  (LINK) 

Dec 13-15  Bosque del Apache Bird Safari  (LINK) 
Dec 20-21  Bobcat Safari  (LINK)

SAFARI GALLERY IMAGES
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I'm going back to Merced NWR on Wednesday, February 24.  It's not up on my website
safari list, so I'm mentioning it here in the newsletter.  This safari is limited to 3, or 3 in my
truck and 1 other vehicle.  We can meet at my house, or at the refuge at 7am.  While
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Klamath was good for pheasants (as always), it was low on pond water and had fewer
ducks and geese than in past years.  Sacramento was good, but it just doesn't have that
many good angles on the best bird areas, and it has far more traffic.  Merced was far
superior to both - in terms of shooting opportunities, angles, and the number of birds on
site.  We were so busy that we actually did 4 navigations of the road (more than I have
ever done before at any refuge) and could have done more.  For those that ride with me,
we will rotate seats on each trip around the refuge so everyone gets the same
opportunities.  The cost is $200, and after lunch in Los Banos, we will probably do a
shorter trip to another nearby refuge. 

Also, the finest songbird safari in California is coming up in Morongo Valley in just two
months.  (LINK)  So if bird photography is your thing, this is a must-shoot safari.  Last
year, besides the usual songbirds, we had good opportunities at a long-eared owl nest and
its nestlings.  In past years we have shot up to 45 songbird species per day, snakes,
raptors, quail, lizards - just a lot of great subject encounters, and my favorites - the
Vermilion Flycatchers.
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It wasn't easy to sell my old 500mm f4 telephoto.  You come to rely on equipment that has
done remarkable service in the past, produced amazing images, and magazine covers - but
there comes a time when the technology improvements just outweigh everything else.  I felt
the same way when I sold my 2005 Toyota 4Runner with 400k miles on it, but moving to the
larger Ford F-150 XLT 4-door 4x4 just made a lot of sense and improved the quality of the
safaris I do.  I usually tell folks on the shows I do that the number one best way to improve
your photography is to purchase the newest camera body you can afford as lenses stay
pretty much the same - but in my case, it was time to move on to a new 500mm lens.  I
know my shoulder will feel better carrying the new lens. 

Good Luck and Good Shooting.

Regards,
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Brent Russell Paull 
1-559-909-5208 
brentrpaull@hotmail.com 
www.amwestphoto.com 

Please forward this e-mail to your photographer friends, maybe we can make a connection
that otherwise would never happen.  The world of photography is vast and only getting
bigger. Also, I can sometimes change safari dates to accommodate folks, so if you would
like to do a custom date, or see if I can switch a date, just let me know.
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